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Source: Hug Your Customers – Jack Mitchel CEO Mitchel/Richards 
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Topic Percent  

Employees don’t know/care 21% 

Understaffed 21% 

Bad customer service 20% 

Rude employees 19% 

Staff no help  19% 

Cannot find help 15% 

Store policies  10% 

Hires low pay/benefits staff 9% 

Store presentation 2% 

Expensive 1% 

Other  21% 
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  Pricing did not top the 
list 

  Nor did out-of-stocks  
  Or, product complexity 

Stores Magazine - June 2007  BIG Research 
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  In economies of abundance it is all about shopping for 
experience & excitement 

  You may not be able to own a category, but you can own an 
experience that will excite your customers 
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$1.25 $4.00 

vs. 
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Central Chinese  
Television Tower  

Central Chinese  
Television Tower  Chicago, The Spire 

Dubai, The Pad 

Another Dubai-esque fantasy: 
The World 
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Tokyo’s Midtown’s ‘mall’ - A multi-shopping destination that appeals to 
upscale shoppers in 2008 (and as an example of something that will 
appeal to less upscale shoppers in let’s say 2011, as this kind of luxury is 
destined to become accessible to the masses a few years later) 
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  Consumers' homes will forever be 
their castles, their cocoons, their 
most prized possessions, and 
nothing is going to change that in 
2009, or even 2018  

Dornbracht RainSky shower 
system - an electronically 

controlled rain module which 
combines water, mist, light and 

scent  



Upgrade Your Visuals & Service 
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  Store environments should incorporate also 
activism, art, music, culture…… 
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  Atmospherics (graphics; props; music; smell; store literature; using 
product as a visual tool; videos….) 

  Color personality  
  Customer focus 
  Customer experience 
  Focal points 
  Impact zoning 
  Layout structure 
  Orientation (signage; layout; directories; product benefits; logical 

adjacencies; promotional flow) 
  Technology in store  
  Traffic magnets 
  Windows 
  Brand enhancement 
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Simulated lifestyle environment 
Totally detailed room 

Using product as a visual tool  

Using product as a visual tool 
Simulated lifestyle environment 
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Using product as a visual tool 
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…The cube itself is more like the Kaab 
at Mecca, proving that Apple is a 

religion after all! 



$22,000 freestanding white 
and gray marble tub 

Large counter whose façade, created 
from blue agate pressed into resin (from 

the Israeli company Majestic Gemstone), 
glows like a lit-up jewelry case  
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And in their washrooms : Renova, the 
first fashionable toilet paper!.What 

cannot be upgraded! 
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Spring Story 
Traffic magnets (and photo op!) 
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Story  
Focal point  

 Using product as a visual tool 
Traffic magnets 
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20 ft long, 8 ft tall, 8 ft deep  
7,500 gallons of water 
Tank weighs 8,000 lbs  
Water in the tank weighs 60,000 lbs  
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Lifestyle statements 
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Inform & Educate 
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Emphasizing the comforts of home with 
decorative lightings. Pairs perfectly with 
plush furnishings, giving casual corners a 

warm, residential style (seating areas) 



Translucent Plexiglas walls backlit with color-
changing LEDs deliver a multimedia 
lightshow synchronized with music 
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Accessories behind the cash wrap get 
the spotlight treatment with illuminated 

backlit shelving 

Museum-quality lighting design 
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 First 18’ 
 Most traffic 
 Best chance to sell 
 Maximize your 

impulse 
 Put your best sellers 

front and forward 



Feature Area 

Cash Wrap 

Feature 
Wall 

Feature 
Wall 

Feature Wall 

Feature Area Feature Area 

Feature 
Wall 

Feature 
Wall 

Feature 
Wall 
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Tells the customer what the store is 
about. Encourages the customer to 

come in 
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Lifestyle statement - Color statement - 
Less is more 
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  The Greeting 
 Determining Needs 
 Product Knowledge 
  Suggestion Selling 
  Trading Up 
 Answering Objections 
  The Close 
 Maximizing the Last Moment 
 Providing After Sales Service 
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14%  PRODUCT 
DISSATISFACTION 

68% 

1%DIE 

3% MOVE AWAY 

5% FRIENDS 
CONVINCE THEM 

9% COMPETITIVE 
REASONS 

ATTITUDE OR 
INDIFFERENCE 
OF AN EMPLOYEE 
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 Average transaction value    
 _____ 

  x  Number of visits per year   _____ 
  x  Number of years     _____ 
  x  “Apostle” Factor     _____ 
 =  Lifetime value     _____ 



Thank You & Stay In Touch! 
Download this presentation at www.dionco.com. Go to the 
Downloads page and enter the Password CTDA2008 in the 

Client Area on the right end side of the page. 

300 west grand avenue - suite 408 - chicago, illinois 60654 | phone: 312.673.0187 
| fax: 312.670.2250 | email: jimdion@dionco.com 


